99 grand caravan

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Transfer of vehicle from another
location to your neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable
transfer fee to begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further
details or stop by today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer
warranty. Restrictions apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide
accurate information including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please
verify with your local Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may
vary due to test drives and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise
short term rental, lease fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other sources including auto
auctions, with previous use possibly short term rental, lease or other. That's why we never
charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able
to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride.
Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process
designed to keep you safe. First time with carvana, we bought a RC As one of my bank
accounts was locked they had a hard time with funds transfer. They worked with me over the
phone and got everything solved. We wanted to see the jukebox in Phoenix. Interesting but Ill
have it delivered next time. Everyone I worked with at Carvana was super friendly and helpful.
Now after having the car a few days my short wife was struggling with blind spots and wasn't
comfy with the car. They came and picked it up I will say that the condition of the vehicle was
about perfect. I was sad to see it go and I would definitively use Carvana for any additional
purchase. We have been looking at used cars locally also and the quality of what i see at
dealers for similar price doesnt compare. Good News! Bluetooth technology is built into the
vehicle, keeping your hands on the steering wheel and your focus on the road. This mini van
gleams with a flashy red exterior. This Dodge Grand Caravan is equipped with a heavy duty
towing package. Front wheel drive on this unit gives you better traction and better fuel
economy. A third row of seating gives you the flexibility to carry all the kids and the their friends
too. Enjoy the convenience of the power liftgate on the Dodge Grand Caravan. This unit has a 3.
This vehicle can run on either gasoline or E85 fuel. All while trying to make the car buying
experience significantly better with lots of Aloha, guided by the same customer-first principles
of our rental business, which has operated since Additionally, we accept trade-ins and offer
financing through our partnerships with well-known, nationwide banks, in addition to local
Hawaiian banks. Mahalo for your consideration! See what's behind you with the back up camera
on the vehicle. This model features a hands-free Bluetooth phone system. It is equipped with a
heavy duty towing package. This unit embodies class and sophistication with its refined white
exterior. Enjoy the convenience of the power liftgate on this Dodge Grand Caravan. Front wheel
drive on the Dodge Grand Caravan gives you better traction and better fuel economy. The
vehicle looks aggressive with a streamlined rear spoiler. This mini van is built for driving
comfort with a telescoping wheel. Bluetooth technology is built into this Dodge Grand Caravan,
keeping your hands on the steering wheel and your focus on the road. Protect this model from
unwanted accidents with a cutting edge backup camera system. This mini van is front wheel
drive. Load groceries and much more with ease into the vehicle thanks to the power liftgate.
You will have no problem towing your boat or trailer to your next outing with this mini van. This
Dodge Grand Caravan has a 3. It gleams with an elegant silver clear coated finish. The vehicle is
built for driving comfort with a telescoping wheel. Enterprise Car Sales in Omaha is the best
place to buy a car in Nebraska. They offer superb customer service along with amazing car
deals. As soon as I walked in I was greeted with knowledgeable and staff. They answered all of
my questions with a positive attitude and helped me pick the perfect car. I'm extremely happy
with my Camry! Schommer was the sales representative that helped me with my smooth car
purchase and ensured that the car had a full tank of gas and was in pristine condition. He took
the time to explain to me how all of the car features worked. The best part of my car experience
at Enterprise Omaha is their determination to make customer satisfaction their priority. I asked
Mr. Schommer if he would be willing to drive the car with me in the passenger seat after I
purchased the vehicle because I was just in a car accident a few days before and the roads were
in bad winter conditions I live a bit outside of Omaha so he understood my hesitation and
actually agreed. The ride was pleasant and just the fact that he was willing to do that puts
Enterprise at Omaha above the rest of the dealerships. I have been to other car dealerships
before and they don't compare at all in terms of reliability and professionalism. I was amazed
that they were willing to help me with my unusual request without judgement. Schommer
exemplified what every sales consultant at other dealerships should be like. I know that no
other dealership would've helped me like he did. I highly recommend Enterprise at Omaha to
anyone looking to buy a great car! They genuinely care about helping you buy the car that's just
right for you. If you're reading this Mr. Schommer I just want to say thank you for giving me

such an excellent car buying experience! Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and
costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 5, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Check Availability. Dealer Review: First time with carvana, we bought a RC New
Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. With leather seats it is truly
luxurious and meets all needs very well. All power everything. Drives high, super visability,
plenty of power, rides great. Good mpg. Learn more about the Dodge Grand Caravan. The used
Dodge Grand Caravan received an average score of 3. If you want to learn more about the
Dodge Grand Caravan, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Dodge Grand
Caravan? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found
the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Dodge Grand Caravan. Great
news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of customer
service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used
Dodge Grand Caravan. Edmunds found 3 Great, 6 Fair, and 9 Good deals near you, so you can
be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find
common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Dodge
Grand Caravan you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer
reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Dodge Grand Caravan will be.
Out of 96 consumer reviews of the used Dodge Grand Caravan available at Edmunds, 10 are
one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability
issues with the vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. Below is an overview of some of the changes to
our Privacy Policy. Our Privacy Policy explains how we collect, use and share your personal
information, and how you can contact us if you have any questions. We collect data to serve
you and others with relevant information about FCA Canada. As you use our websites and apps,
we may collect information about you, your activity, preferences, location and transactions for
the following purposes:. We may use technologies such as cookies, pixels, or similar
technologies and third party services such as analytical tools on our websites and apps to
collect data. We use this data to:. You may set your browser to notify you when you receive a
cookie or to refuse receiving it. Please note that even if you opt-out, or set your browser to
reject cookies, you may still see FCA Canada advertisements; however, such advertisements
are not displayed to you based on cookies. We may update or change our current Privacy Policy
from time to time and will post it on our websites and apps. Your continued use of our websites
or apps or your provision of personal information to us following a change in the Privacy Policy
represents consent to the new Privacy Policy. Therefore, we encourage you to periodically
review this Privacy Policy. You may contact our privacy officer at privacyofficer. We may ask
you to verify your identity before processing your request. Image for representation only. Not all
colours and wheels are available on model displayed. When properly equipped. Specific model
and optional equipment are required to achieve the maximum ratings shown. See your retailer
for full details. Based on EnerGuide fuel consumption ratings. Government of Canada test
methods used. Your actual fuel consumption will vary based on driving habits and other
factors. Use for comparison purposes only. Ask your retailer for EnerGuide information. Model
shown may be an upgraded model. Total Discounts may vary from time to time and may vary
considerably by model and trim. Retailers may sell for less. See your retailer for complete
details. These official ratings are estimates based on Government of Canada approved criteria
and testing methods. The actual fuel consumption of this vehicle may differ depending on
driving style, road conditions, vehicle options, etc. Certain specifications, prices and equipment
data have been provided under license from Autodata, Inc. All rights reserved. This information
is supplied for personal use only and may not be used for any commercial purpose whatsoever
without the express written consent of Chrome Data. Chrome Data makes no guarantee or
warranty, either expressed or implied, including without limitation any warranty of
merchantability or fitness for particular purpose, with respect to the data presented here. All
specifications, prices and equipment are subject to change without notice. Net Amount does
not include taxes, insurance, registration, licence, retailer administration fees and new tire
duties in Quebec. Estimated payments are calculated based on the difference between the
residual value and the Net Amount, plus any lease finance charges. The APR is the effective
interest rate which includes the Consumer Cash which lower rate financing customers forego
as a cost of borrowing. For further offer details, click here. On approved credit on eligible retail
deliveries. Provincial electric vehicle incentive programs are administered independently by
British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec. FCA Canada Inc. The incentive amounts referenced by
FCA Canada are for informational purposes only and represent the maximum incentive amount

provided by the applicable province on eligible vehicles. Each province will determine: i the
amount of the incentive applicable to each eligible model; and ii the terms and conditions,
eligibility, application and other requirements applicable to the incentive program. In Ontario
and Quebec, the incentive will be applied after taxes. In British Columbia, the incentive will be
applied before taxes. Conditions apply. For more information about these incentive programs,
please consult your provincial government or speak with your dealer. Some conditions may
apply. Basic Warranty coverage is for 3 years or 60, kilometres. Whichever comes first.
Rust-through coverage on all body sheet metal is for 3 years. The Cummins Turbo Diesel engine
is protected by a separate Limited Warranty, covering the engine for 5 years or , kilometres.
Offer available at all participating dealers, while quantities last. Consumer Cash Discounts are
applied before taxes. See your dealer for details. See participating retailers for complete details.
Base Price with Destination does not include Total Discounts, options, taxes, insurance,
registration, licence, dealer administration fees and other dealer charges, and new tire duties in
Quebec. Dealers may sell for less. See your dealer for complete details. This includes the base
MSRP, available discounts, options, green levy, destination, federal AC charge and finance
adjustment values entered down payment, trade-in and owe on trade. Pricing and offers are
subject to change without notice and may not be accurate or completely current. See dealer for
complete details. In the Maritimes and the Territories, Net Amount may not include dealer
charges and excludes taxes unless selected , licence and insurance. Please see dealer for
details. Price does not include taxes, insurance, registration, licence, retailer administration
fees and other charges, and new tire duties in Quebec. Please consult a dealership or call the
AutoAbility Program Headquarters for details on eligible vehicles, eligible equipment, eligibility
requirements and program expiration dates. Based on the latest available competitive
information for minivans in the WardsAuto Small Van segment. Driving while distracted can
result in loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice
commands, when it is safe to do so. Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth compatible
phone. No system can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions.
Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can affect.
When the warning lamp flashes, the driver needs to use less throttle and adapt speed and
driving behaviour to prevailing road conditions. This is a driver convenience system, not a
substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of their surroundings
and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. Always sit properly with the head
restraint properly adjusted. Never place anything in front of the head restraint. Never program
while driving. GPS mapping and available 3D navigation may not be detailed or available in all
areas or reflect current road regulations. The advanced front air bags in this vehicle are certified
to the federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and younger should
always ride buckled up in a rear seat. Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in
the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger front air bag. All occupants should always wear their
lap and shoulder belts properly. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice
controls, when it is safe to do so. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Data plan rates
may apply. Excludes non-mass production vehicles. Based on the latest available competitive
information and WardsAuto Large Regular vehicle segmentation. Integrated booster seats are
only for children between and centimetres 47 and 57 inches in height, weighing between 22 and
38 kilograms 48 and 85 pounds. Always fasten seat belts properly. Excludes non-mass
production vehicles and hybrids. NHRA certified Based on the latest available competitive
information and WardsAuto Middle Specialty vehicle segmentation. Oil change intervals will
vary based on excessive engine run times, operating conditions, maintenance schedules, and
driving habits. See your dealer for full details. Preset voice to text messaging and incoming text
message reading requires a MAP enabled phone. Siri Eyes Free requires an iPhone equipped
with Siri. Certain features not available while the vehicle is in motion. Customer's existing
iPhone data rates apply to internet supported features. All SiriusXM Guardian-equipped vehicles
come with a month trial effective on the date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Enrollment
in the trial is required to receive service. Upon expiration of the trial period, purchase of a
subscription is required to continue SiriusXM Guardian. Services can only be used where
cellular coverage is available. Based on the latest available competitive information and
WardsAuto Middle Cross Utility segmentation. Based on availability of I-4 and V6 powertrains,
front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive, 5 and 7 passenger seating, second-row removable in-floor
storage bins and integrated child booster seats. NHRA certified 9. WardsAuto - Wards 10 Best
Engines of , and - 3. Excludes low volume production vehicles. Based on HP and Torque. Based
on EnerGuide highway fuel consumption ratings and fuel tank options. Ask your dealer for the
EnerGuide information. Miles per gallon MPG ratings based on imperial gallon. Based on
current competitive information for Ford Interceptor Sedan. Wifi Hotspot available through

third-party subscription. Requires Internet-enabled mobile device. See dealer for details. This
feature is not intended for use by the driver while the vehicle is in motion. Always drive
carefully. If you have concerns about the operation, function or performance of your vehicle,
take it to an authorized FCA Canada Inc. Based on vehicles available in the U. Additional
roadside assistance charges may apply. Check warranty for details. Based on horsepower and
top speed. Late availability. Award calculated among non-luxury shoppers. For more
information, visit Based on Standard Full-size Car Segment. Based on standard drag racing
features. Dodge received the lowest rate of reported problems among all nameplates in a tie in
the J. Power U. Visit jdpower. If you decide to continue service after your trial period included
with the new vehicle purchase, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew
thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current
rates. Trial service is not transferable. Fees and taxes apply. Please see the Customer
Agreement at All fees and programming are subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are
capable of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Data displays and individual product
availability vary by vehicle hardware. Current information and features may not be available in
all locations, or on all receivers. Weather Forecast, Current Conditions may not be available in
all locations. Compatible with properly equipped Uconnect systems on eligible vehicles.
Requires registration of vehicle to SiriusXM Guardian connected services and fulfillment of
minimum subscription requirements. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos and marks are
trademarks of Amazon. Pacifica unsurpassed fuel efficiency disclaimer: Based on EnerGuide
fuel consumption ratings for non-hybrid minivans in the WardsAuto Small Van segment. Not for
resale and no cash value. Requires iTunes account. Requires iOS equipped device. Visit Offer
applies to Apple Music individual membership only. Plan automatically renews after free offer
period. Compatible products, services and a valid iTunes account are required. Apple Music is a
trademark of Apple Inc. Apple is not a sponsor of this promotion. All SiriusXM
Guardian-equipped vehicles come with a month complimentary trial effective on the date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The paint and bodywork may require refinishing and body
repair. The engine compartment has leaks and may require a tune up. This vehicle may have
some repairable rust damage. The body has dings, chips, or scratches and the interior has
substantial wear, and may have small tears. The tires may need replacing. This vehicle needs
servicing, but is still in reasonable running condition. Has a clean title history. A few service
records are available. This vehicle has never had any paint or bodywork and does not need
reconditioning. The engine compartment is clean and free of fluid leaks. This vehicle is free of
rust. The body and interior are free of wear or visible defects. The tires all match and are like
new. This vehicle has a clean title history and will pass a safety and smog inspection. This
vehicle has complete and verifiable service records. This vehicle has had minor or no paint or
bodywork, and requires minimal reconditioning. The body and interior have minimal signs of
wear or visible defects. Most service records are available. The paint and bodywork may require
minor touch-ups. The engine compartment may have minor leaks. This vehicle has only minor
cosmetic or no rust. The body may have minor scratches or dings and the interior has minor
blemishes characteristic of normal wear. Though it may need some reconditioning, it has a
clean title history and will pass safety and smog inspection. Some service records are available.
The Trade-In Value is based on a "Fair" condition. The Trade-In Value is based on a "Good"
condition. The Trade-In Value is based on a "Excellent" condition. The amount of money still
owed on your trade-in vehicle. The owe on trade amount cannot exceed the trade-in value. The
amount that the dealership will credit you for the vehicle you provide to the dealer as partial or
full payment for another vehicle. Trade-in amounts may vary by dealership and depend upon
different criteria such as year, make, model and condition of the vehicle. The trade-in value
cannot exceed the net financed or leased amount. An initial amount paid up front to reduce the
amount financed. You can also reduce the amount financed when you trade a vehicle,
depending upon the balance owing on the trade-in. The down payment cannot exceed the net
financed or leased amount. For lease, the down payment does not include applicable sales
taxes due on delivery. This offer cannot be combined with low rate financing. Learn more from
your dealer. Offers end February 1, Tied in for IQS Award. For J. Power award information, visit
jdpower. How we collect, use and share information We collect data to serve you and others
with relevant information about FCA Canada. As you use our websites and apps, we may collect
information about you, your activity, preferences, location and transactions for the following
purposes: To send or display advertising and marketing information to you, including updates
about new products and services, special offers, promotions, changes in website, apps or
Privacy Policy. We may send advertisements directly, such as by email, or display
advertisements on our website or other websites. To advertise to people who may share
interests and characteristics similar to you To fulfil recalls or any other purpose required by law

To research to improve our websites, apps and products, and to train our staff We may use
technologies such as cookies, pixels, or similar technologies and third party services such as
analytical tools on our websites and apps to collect data. We use this data to: Monitor the use of
our website and apps Improve content and performance Personalize and deliver advertisements
to you Understand how visitors use and interact with our advertisements, websites and apps
Personalize your online experience with FCA Canada You may set your browser to notify you
when you receive a cookie or to refuse receiving it. Changes to this Privacy Policy We may
update or change our current Privacy Policy from time to time and will post it on our websites
and apps. Standard features: Powerful 3. Enhancements vs CVP: Deep-tint sunscreen glass
inch aluminum wheels 2 nd - and 3 rd -row power windows. Enhancements vs SXT: Radio
multimedia centre with 6. Enhancements vs Crew: Power dual sliding doors and power liftgate
Radio multimedia centre with 6. Enhancements vs Crew Plus: 9-speaker, watt audio system
Automatic headlamps with black surrounds Heated steering wheel Hands-free communication
with Bluetooth streaming audio. Looking for something? Enter search query. Not compatible
with all garage door openers. Based on automotive awards for minivans through Only available
with automatic transmissions. Based on the latest available competitive information. When
equipped with Remote Start. Drive responsibly. Always obey the rules of the road. Professional
driver on a closed course. Do not attempt. Based horsepower and top speed. Based on
horsepower. Based on top speed. Based on power:weight ratio. Based on engine horsepower.
Based on time. World's fastest mass-produced sedan based on top speed. On select models
Based on the latest available competitive information for minivans in the WardsAuto Small Van
segment. Our family-owned and operated used car dealership has been serving the Spokane
Valley since with high-quality vehicles for sale at competitive prices. We're committed to
serving local motorists with honesty, integrity and friendly customer service. Begin your search
for your next vehicle here on our website; then visit us in Spokane, WA for a test drive and to
chat with our sales team. We're home to an immense selection of pre-owned vehicles, including
a large selection of mid-size and full-size trucks for sale. Our team of dedicated sales associates
is eager to assist in your used car search, so don't hesitate to reach out to us over the phone,
via our online car finder form or with a visit to our showroom and used car lot. Explore our
complete used vehicle inventory online now or see our current specials to get a great deal on
your next automobile. Let us help put the car or truck of your dreams into your driveway with
competitive auto loan rates from our finance team. Submit a credit application today so that our
loan specialists can quickly review your financing needs and find a solution. Used car shoppers
of all credit and financial backgrounds can count on our dedicated finance center and
alternative loan packages when looking to upgrade to a quality used truck or SUV. If you are
used car shopping with a sub-prime credit score, know that we offer financing assistance for
your unique situation. Securing a hassle-free auto loan can be simple and fast when you team
up with our finance center. Thanks to our on-site service center, drivers from nearby Moses
Lake, WA, are never far from professional auto maintenance and car repair. Visit our ASE
Certified staff for a vehicle inspection, engine and transmission service, oil changes, tire care or
any other auto care need. With a team of trained and certified technicians, you can also
purchase one of our used cars for sale confidently, knowing that auto care specialists have
inspected the vehicle before being listed for sale. As you shop our pre-owned vehicle inventory
on our website, do not forget that you can also get pre-approved for auto loans, appraise your
trade and explore our used car specials. Remember that our friendly sales specialists, finance
folks and service advisors are here to assist you with your automotive needs. Your browser
does not support HTML5 video. Search Our Inventory Used. Our Featured Inventory. Get
Directions to Crosspointe Autoplex. Affordable Financing Solutions Let us help put the car or
truck of your dreams into your driveway with competitive auto loan rates from our finance team.
Shop Our Dealership Online Now As you shop our pre-owned vehicle inventory on our website,
do not forget that you can also get pre-approved for auto loans, appraise your trade and explore
our used car specials. Two millennia ago our now deserted track was a well-engineered caravan
route, bustling with itinerant traders on foot, Roman soldiers on horseback and rich merchants
on camels. Directly ahead is a sheer cliff lined with elegant carvings reminiscent of Greek and
Roman temples, a surreal vision in this remote mountain valley surrounded by desert. This is
the back door to Petra, whose very name means rock in Greek. In its heyday, which began in the
first century B. That was when the Nabatean people carved the most impressive of their
monumental structures directly into the soft red stone. The facades were all that remained when
19th-century travelers arrived here and concluded that Petra was an eerie and puzzling city of
tombs. Now, however, archaeologists are discovering that ancient Petra was a sprawling city of
lush gardens and pleasant fountains, enormous temples and luxurious Roman-style villas. An
ingenious water supply system allowed Petrans not just to drink and bathe, but to grow wheat,

cultivate fruit, make wine and stroll in the shade of tall trees. During the centuries just before
and after Christ, Petra was the Middle East's premier emporium, a magnet for caravans traveling
the roads from Egypt, Arabia and the Levant. And scholars now know that Petra thrived for
nearly 1, years, far longer than previously suspected. Our donkeys slow as we approach Petra's
largest free-standing building, the Great Temple. Unlike the hollowed-out caves in the cliffs
surrounding the site, this complex stood on solid ground and covered an area more than twice
the size of a football field. My guide, Suleiman Mohammad, points to a cloud of dust on one side
of the temple, where I find Martha Sharp Joukowsky deep in a pit with a dozen workers. The
Brown University archaeologistâ€”known as "Dottora doctor Marta" to three generations of
Bedouin workersâ€”has spent the past 15 years excavating and partially restoring the Great
Temple complex. Constructed during the first century B. Artifacts found at the siteâ€”from tiny
Nabatean coins to chunks of statuesâ€”number in the hundreds of thousands. As I climb down
into the trench, it feels as if I'm entering a battlefield. Amid the heat and the dust, Joukowsky is
commanding the excavators like a general, an impression reinforced by her khaki clothes and
the gold insignias on the bill of her baseball cap. They've just stumbled on a bathing area built
in the second and third centuries a. A worker hands her a piece of Roman glass and a tiny
pottery rosette. She pauses to admire them, sets them aside for cataloging, then continues
barking at the diggers as they pass rubber buckets filled with dirt out of the trench. It is nearing
midafternoon, the sun is scorching, the dust choking and the workday almost over. Earlier
archaeologists considered the Great Temple an unsalvageable pile of stones, but Joukowsky
proved otherwise by attacking the project with a vigor she likely inherited from her parents. Her
father, a Unitarian minister, and mother, a social worker, left Massachusetts to spend the years
before, during and after World War II rescuing and resettling thousands of Jews and anti-Nazi
dissidents. When the Gestapo shut down their operation in Prague, the couple barely escaped
arrest. While they moved through war-ravaged Europe, their young daughter Martha lived with
friends in the United States. Even after the war, her parents remained committed social
activists. She took up archaeology with gusto, working for three decades at various sites in the
Near East and publishing the widely-used A Complete Manual of Field Archaeology , among
other books. But Petra is her most ambitious project. Beginning in the early s, she assembled a
loyal team of Bedouin, students from Brown and donors from around the world and
orchestrated the Herculean task of carefully mapping the site, raising fallen columns and walls
and preserving the ancient culture's artifacts. When she began her work, Petra was little more
than an exotic tourist destination in a country too poor to finance excavations. Archaeologists
had largely ignored the siteâ€”on the fringe of the Roman Empireâ€”and only 2 percent of the
ancient city had been uncovered. Since then, Joukowsky's team, along with a Swiss team and
another American effort, have laid bare what once was the political, religious and social heart of
the metropolis, putting to rest forever the idea that this was merely a city of tombs. No one
knows where the Nabateans came from. Around B. At first, they lived simple nomadic lives,
eking out a living with flocks of sheep and goats and perhaps small-scale agriculture. They left
little for future archaeologistsâ€”not even broken pottery. The Nabateans developed a writing
systemâ€”ultimately the basis of written Arabicâ€”though the inscriptions they left in Petra and
elsewhere are mostly names of people and places and are not particularly revealing of their
beliefs, history or daily lives. Scholars have had to use Greek and Roman sources to fill in the
picture. Greeks in the decades after Alexander the Great's death in B. Scholars believe that
such raids whetted the Nabateans' appetite for wealth. Eventually, instead of attacking
caravans, the raiders began guarding themâ€”for a price. By the second century B. Within
several decades, they had assembled a mercantile empire stretching for hundreds of miles. The
people who a few generations earlier had been nomads were now producing eggshell-thin
pottery, among the finest in the ancient world, as well as grand architecture. By B. Camels
lumbered into Petra with boxes of frankincense and myrrh from Oman, sacks of spices from
India and bolts of cloth from Syria. Such wealth would have attracted raiders, but Petra's
mountains and high walls protected the traders once they arrived in the city. The Siq, a twisting
1,yard-long canyon that in places is just wide enough for two camels to pass, made the eastern
part of the city impregnable. Today it serves as Petra's main entryway. It may be the most
dramatic entrance to an urban space ever devised. In ancient times, though, the primary
entrance into Petra was likely the road by which I came by donkey. Writing early in the first
century A. Joukowsky suggests that the large theater in the Great Temple that she partially
restored may have been used for council meetings accommodating hundreds of citizens.
Strabo, however, scorns the Nabateans as poor soldiers and as "hucksters and merchants" who
are "fond of accumulating property" through the trade of gold, silver, incense, brass, iron,
saffron, sculpture, paintings and purple garments. And they took their prosperity seriously: he
notes that those merchants whose income dropped may have been fined by the government. All

that wealth eventually caught the attention of Rome, a major consumer of incense for religious
rites and spices for medicinal purposes and food preparation. Rome annexed Nabatea in A. In
its prime, Petra was one of the most lavish cities in historyâ€”more Las Vegas than Athens.
Accustomed to tents, the early Nabateans had no significant building traditions, so with their
sudden disposable income they drew on styles ranging from Greek to Egyptian to
Mesopotamian to Indianâ€”hence the columns at the Great Temple topped with Asian elephant
heads. Tuttle, a Brown graduate student working with Joukowsky. One of Petra's mysteries is
why the Nabateans plowed so much of their wealth into carving their remarkable facades and
caves, which lasted long after the city's free-standing buildings collapsed from earthquakes and
neglect. The soft stone cliffs made it possible to hollow out caves and sculpt elaborate
porticoes, which the Nabateans painted, presumably in garish colors. Some caves, Tuttle says,
were tombsâ€”more than have been identifiedâ€”and others were places for family members to
gather periodically for a meal memorializing the dead; still others were used for escaping the
summer's heat. At its peak, Petra's population was about 30,, an astonishing density made
possible in the arid climate by clever engineering. Petrans carved channels through solid rock,
gathering winter rains into hundreds of vast cisterns for use in the dry summers. Many are still
used today by the Bedouin. Tuttle leads me up the hill above the temple and points out one
such cistern, a massive hand-hewn affair that could hold a small beach cottage. Channels dug
into the rock on either side of the canyon, then covered with stone, sent water hurtling to
cisterns near the center of town. Steep hillsides were converted to terraced vineyards, and
irrigated orchards provided fresh fruits, probably pomegranates, figs and dates. The pricier real
estate was on the hill behind the temple, well above the hubbub of the main thoroughfare and
with sweeping views to the north and south. Tuttle points out piles of rubble that once were
free-standing houses, shops and neighborhood temples. A Swiss team recently uncovered,
near the crest, an impressive Roman-style villa complete with an elaborate bath, an olive press
and frescoes in the style of Pompeii. At the base of the hill, adjacent to the Great Temple,
Leigh-Ann Bedal, a former student of Joukowsky's now at Pennsylvania State University in Erie,
uncovered the remains of a large garden. Complete with pools, shade trees, bridges and a
lavish pavilion, the lush spaceâ€”possibly a public parkâ€”is thought to have been unique in
the southern part of the Middle East. It resembles the private ornamental gardens built to the
north in Judea by Herod the Great, who lived until 4 B. Herod's mother, in fact, was Nabatean,
and he spent his early years in Petra. By the fourth century A. Joukowsky takes me on a tour of
the newfound spa, which includes marble-lined walls and floors, lead pipes and odd-shaped
stalls that might have been toilets, all indications of prosperity. But the growing sea trade to the
south had sucked away business, while rival caravan cities to the north such as Palmyra
challenged Petra's dominance by land. Then, on May 19, A. A Jerusalem bishop noted in a letter
that "nearly half" of Petra was destroyed by the seismic shock. Scholars long assumed the
catastrophe marked the end of the city, but archaeologists have found abundant evidence that
Petra remained inhabited, and even prospered, for another three centuries or so. Almost years
after the earthquake, local Christians built a basilica now famed for its beautiful and intact
mosaics of animalsâ€”including the camel, which made Petra's wealth possibleâ€”just across
the main street from the Great Temple. Some scrollsâ€”discovered when the church was
excavated in â€”reveal a vibrant community well into the seventh century A. Forgotten for a
millennium in its desert fastness, Petra reemerged in the 19th century as an exotic destination
for Western travelers. The first, Swiss adventurer Johann Ludwig Burckhardt, visited in when it
was still dangerous to be a foreign Christian deep within the Ottoman Empire. Disguised as a
Persian pilgrim, he marveled at Petra's wonders but could not linger, since his curiosity
aroused the suspicions of his local guides. Petra has lately fulfilled that prophesy. It is now
Jordan's top tourist destination, attracting hundreds of thousands of visitors a year.
Hollywood's Indiana Jones sought the Holy Grail in one of Petra's caves in a film, dramatizing
the site for a worldwide audience. The peace treaty between Jordan and Israel made mass
tourism possible. Foreigners began coming to Petra, and devout Jews began making
pilgrimages to nearby Jebel Haroun, which, according to tradition, is the site of the prophet
Aaron's tomb. Petra is also a top contender in an international contest to name the New Seven
Wonders of the World. Candidates were nominated by a panel of experts, and winners will be
chosen by votes. Winners are scheduled to be announced next month. Despite all the publicity
and the parade of tourists, much of Petra remains untouched by archaeologists, hidden under
thick layers of debris and sand built up over the centuries. No one has found the sites of the
busy marketplaces that must have dotted Petra. And although local inscriptions indicate that
the Nabateans worshiped a main god, sometimes called Dushara, and a main goddess, the
Nabateans' religion otherwise remains mysterious. So while the work by Joukowsky's team has
revealed much about ancient Petra, it will be up to a new generation of researchers like Tuttle to

tackle the many rubble pilesâ€”and mysteriesâ€”that still dot the city's landscape. Tuttle and
his colleagues will be assisted by Bedouin skilled in uncovering and reassembling the past.
Bedouins lived in Nabatean caves for at least a century, until the s when the government
pressured most to move to a concrete settlement outside the ancient city to make way for
visitors who come to explore the site. My guide, Suleiman Mohammadâ€”who worked at the
Great Temple before switching to the more lucrative tourist trade and who married a Swiss
touristâ€”tells me he is grateful to have so many foreign visitors. But not all Bedouin are so
lucky, he says. In the harsh country outside Petra, he points to a group far out in the desert:
"They have no shoes, wear tattered clothes, and just have goatsâ€”there are no tourists out
there! Suleiman invited the excavation team and me to dinner at his home that night. He greeted
us warmly, and we climbed to the roof to enjoy the sunset. The red sun softens the ugly
concrete village. It was Thursday night, the start of the Arab weekend, and after dinner a young
American and a Bedouin arm-wrestled to great laughter and shouting. Outside, the large waning
moon rose and, far below, the red rock of Petra turned to silver in the soft desert night. He
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collision. Kelley was traveling in the center turn lane of DeMers when she struck a Chevrolet
Impala and caused minor damage. Green was attempting to turn south onto Fifth Street when
her vehicle was hit. The drivers of those vehicles did not suffer injuries that required
transportation to Altru Hospital. The front-seat passenger of the Caravan has been identified as
Nancy Sand, 72, also of Fertile. Sand also was pronounced dead at the scene. Two passersby
assisted a teen passenger from the Caravan. Renee Volker, who witnessed the accident, said
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release information about witnesses. Evidence collected at the scene of the crash suggests
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remains under active investigation. Police are encouraging anyone with information on this or
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